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CPS Response to the independent inquiry into allegations made against Lord Greville 

Janner, a report by Sir Richard Henriques 

 

In April 2015, the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) stated that mistakes had been made by the CPS and 

Leicestershire Police in failing to bring prosecutions against Greville Janner in 1991, 2002 and 2007. Sir Richard 

Henriques was asked to conduct a thorough and independent review into the CPS decision making and 

handling of all past allegations relating to the Lord Janner case, and to make any recommendations he felt 

appropriate. 

 

This independent review confirms the DPP's view that the CPS decisions in 1991 and 2007 were wrong, and 

concludes that the handling of the case previously by both police and prosecutors was unsatisfactory. It 

identifies a number of failings in how these cases were handled, and makes specific recommendations.  

 

The recommendations can be summarised as follows: 

 

1. Charging Time Limits
1
: The DPP may wish to consider if time limits are appropriate, they are 

extendable only by application to a Chief Crown Prosecutor (CCP).  A three month period may expedite 

matters and concentrate minds.  She may also wish to consider whether a lawyer who has failed to 

deliver a charging within a specified period should be obliged to make a report to his/her CCP. 

2. Referral to Central Casework Divisions (CCDs)
2
: A protocol should be established to ensure that 

once a case is referred to Headquarters by an Area, no terminating decision should be taken at Area 

level without a referral back to Headquarters.  

3. Sensitive Case List
3
: There needs to be established a central log of cases referred and declined 

irrespective of whether a prosecution is to be commenced or not. Borderline cases should also be 

entered on the sensitive cases list.  

 

In addition to the formal recommendations Sir Richard Henriques raised concerns about the quality of the CPS 

legal guidance in force when the decisions not to prosecute Greville Janner in 1991 and 2007 were made.  

However, in the body of his report he accepted that, “refinements to CPS procedures and guidance have 

ensured that decisions made in 1991 and 2007 should not be repeated.  In particular the guidelines on 

prosecutors’ approach to child sexual abuse cases issued on 11 June 2013 are highly relevant.”   

 

Cases of this nature are now dealt with exclusively by skilled prosecutors in specialist Rape and Serious Sexual 

Offence (RASSO) units, and a rigorous Case Management Panel process means that prosecutors regularly meet 

to review such cases and decisions. Updated legal guidance on prosecuting cases of child sexual abuse includes 

how to assess the credibility and reliability of victims, how to counter myths and stereotypes and consideration 

of issues such as delays in reporting and inconsistencies in evidence.  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 Paragraph 5.14 of the independent inquiry into allegations made against Lord Greville Janner, by Sir Richard Henriques  
2 Paragraph 5.16 
3 Paragraph 5.17!
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CPS Response to Recommendations 

 

In addressing the report’s recommendations CPS remains committed to the important principle that only 

specially trained prosecutors review and prepare RASSO cases. 

 

1. Charging Time Limits 

The CPS accepts the recommendation and will put in place measures to ensure rape and serious sexual 

assault cases are dealt with swiftly. 

 

A new system is being implemented to ensure that all RASSO cases which have not received a review 

within four weeks of receipt of material from the police will be subject to management scrutiny and 

review by the RASSO Unit Head.  Where a review has not been completed within eight weeks of receipt 

of material the case will be reviewed by the Deputy CCP with lead responsibility for RASSO work, who 

will either agree an extension of time or allocate new resources.  Where cases remain without a CPS 

review at 12 weeks from receipt of papers, they will be referred to the CCP who will satisfy themselves 

that the case is being properly progressed and where appropriate set new timescale for the completion 

of the review. 

 

There will be some particularly complex cases, for example those involving multiple victims, which 

necessarily take longer than 12 weeks to finalise.  

 

2. Referral to Central Casework Divisions (CCDs) 

The CPS has put in place a clear protocol to clarify when cases should be referred from Areas to Central 

Casework Divisions. Where cases are taken over by CCDs, they will be responsible for charging 

decisions; where responsibility remains with the Area, the Area will be responsible for charging 

decisions. While cases are being considered for transfer to CCDs, Areas should not take any decisions 

without agreement from the CCD.  

 

The criteria for referral of cases between Area and CCDs is being reviewed to establish whether any 

further clarification is required. In addition we will amend our procedures so that the request for a case 

to be accepted by the relevant CCD will be recorded in CMS as will the formal acceptance or rejection 

of the case with supporting reasons.   

 

3. Sensitive Case List 

Under current CPS policy, all cases should be registered on the Case Management System (CMS), and a 

decision recorded as to whether proceedings are commenced or not. The Sensitive Case List is a central 

log of all sensitive cases dealt with both in Areas and CCDs.  

We accept the recommendation that borderline cases should remain on the Sensitive case list 

irrespective of whether it is accepted by the CCDs.  
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The CPS has already begun to implement each of these recommendations, as well as other issues identified by 

Sir Richard Henriques. Following a thorough review of the findings, steps have been taken to ensure further 

improvements are made in how the CPS handles this type of casework. In particular, the CPS is: 

 

• Identifying all RASSO cases awaiting review which have been with the CPS for longer than four weeks, 

in order to review and progress all of these cases by the end of March 2016 

• Undertaking a comprehensive training programme for all staff who deal with RASSO cases, which 

includes induction training for new prosecutors, refresher training for existing prosecutors and 

enhanced training for all prosecutors 

• Considering the Director’s Guidance on Charging to include guidance on steps to take if there is 

differing views with police colleagues regarding the provision of further investigative material required 

to inform a charging decision  

• Highlighting within our legal guidance on child abuse and RASSO cases the importance of thorough 

checks for other similar allegations 

• Ensuring CPS Areas record every case handled by its complex case unit on CMS 

• Reviewing the current policy to delete after 12 months records of cases where the decision has been to 

take no further action, with a view to extending retention period 

• Developing training for all prosecutors to clarify case referral criteria and when to include on the 

Sensitive Case List. 
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